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Abstract—Operational inflexibility due to wind variability at 
high penetration levels can be mitigated through flexible 
demand. However, most flexible loads entail a subsequent 
short-term higher energy payback and aggregated load 
coincidence. Storage heaters operating on a dual tariff, that 
typically charge during a fixed time window, can be 
considered as distributed thermal storage without an 
associated energy payback period. Modern storage heaters 
have improved heat retention, the capability to estimate their 
required charge, two way communication and local frequency 
measurement. Storage heating load currently exists in the 
system, making it more eminently suitable as bulk energy 
source/sink. This paper presents the use of modern storage 
heaters to accommodate higher levels of wind integration. A 
technical assessment of the capability of such load to provide 
reserves is also presented. Two types of heaters, with different 
capabilities and associated communication infrastructure 
requirements are considered for analysis. The results are 
demonstrated on a detailed single bus model of the 2020 Irish 
power system. 

 Keywords: Storage heating, frequency regulation, optimized 
charging, contingency reserves 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Imperfections in wind forecasts imply that additional 
reserve should be carried while operating at high wind 
penetration levels to counter wind uncertainty [1]. In some 
jurisdictions, instantaneous wind penetration is curtailed 
beyond a certain level, to ensure system reliability [2]. Wind 
variability can lead to additional ramping requirements on 
committed thermal plant, leading to detrimental effects on 
plant life and increasing operational and maintenance costs 
[3] [4]. These various factors undermine the benefit of 
utilising the wind resource, leading to higher system 
operational costs and curtailment of the available wind 
resource. It is widely accepted that utilization of  demand 
flexibility can support the system in a number of ways 
including facilitating higher levels of renewable generation, 
by providing spinning reserves, regulation reserve, ramping 
reserve and load shifting [5]. Utilization of demand 
resources to provide various system services including 
frequency control, active & reactive power control and 
transmission constraint management have also been 
proposed by ENTSO-E [6].  

A large proportion of the potential demand resource 
comprises of end uses that utilise their thermal inertia for 
energy deferral, mostly thermostatically controlled 
appliances (TCAs), including both domestic and industrial 
fridge/freezers, water heaters, heat pumps etc, that can 
provide a wide range of ancillary services [7] [8]. The 
usefulness of TCAs is limited by their available thermal 
inertia which determines the associated flexibility, and 
subsequent load coincidence that can limit the magnitude of  
possible responsive load modulation. Although most of 
these loads are seasonally dependent to some extent, their 
high penetration, cyclical nature and ability to store thermal 
energy enables them to be used for short-term as well as 
long-term (2-3 days) system balancing along with reduction 
in wind curtailment. An expected increment in electric 
vehicle (EV) ownership in future adds another dimesnion to 
available demand resource. Unlike TCAs, deferral of EV 
load (assuming sufficient time to charge EV fleet) does not 
lead to a subsequent energy payback phenomenon, while 
coordinated vehicle charging can also avoid possible load 
coincidence. As long as customer charge requirements are 
met, EV load can be rearranged to improve utilisation of the 
wind resource, as well as provide a number of ancillary 
services [9] [10]. However, EVs are unlikely to provide 
system balancing on short time scales, as continuous 
charge/discharge cycles can have detrimental effects on an 
electrochemical battery. 

Storage space heaters can also be considered as a 
flexible demand resource with characterisitcs overlapping 
with both TCAs & EVs. These heaters normally operate on 
a dual tariff, typically charging during a fixed time window 
and can be considered as distributed thermal storage. 
Modern storage heaters have improved heat retention 
capability (2-4 days), an ability to estimate their required 
daily charge, communication capabilities and local 
frequency measurements. These capabilities enable modern 
storage heaters to combine the advantages of both EVs and 
TCAs i.e. no energy payback, continuous modulation of 
power draw and the ability to overcharge. Storage heating, 
however has the disadvantage of being available only during 
winters and a specified off peak tariff window usually after 
midnight. In some countries with programs like economy 
10, low tariff periods are distributed between night and day.  

Storage heating has been investigated previously as a 
source of flexibility for better integration of available wind 



energy [11] [12], where the ability of storage heating to 
provide reserves by altering the core temperature was 
considered. Storage heating charging was proposed in 
proportion to the amount of instantaneous wind resource 
available on the system. Back up supply was proposed to 
bridge the gap between availability of wind and all day 
charging. 

This paper demonstrates the utilisation of modern 
storage heaters for providing ancillary services i.e. 
frequency regulation and spinning reserve. Off peak tariff 
window of 7 hours starting from midnight has been 
considered to reduce customer costs. Coordinated charging 
has been based on system net load profile, instead of 
instantaneous wind levels. Storage heaters with the 
capability of modulating their charging current, as well as 
those which can only turn on/off, are considered. Results 
have been demonstrated on the 2020 Irish power system. 
Section II highlights the capabilities of current & future 
heater types, presents the methodology used for provision of 
reserves and power system model. Section III presents 
results for reserve provision and on net load reduction 
strategy, followed by conclusions in section IV. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

Storage heaters are a type of heating appliance which 
makes use of base load electricity, available at night. 
Electricity is converted into heat and stored in materials 
with low thermal conductivity such as ceramic bricks; the 
stored heat is released to the surroundings to raise the 
temperature. The user has the ability to choose the time slot 
for provision of one or multiple heat bursts. Each heater can 
be a standalone appliance with a specified maximum heat 
storage capability. Storage heaters operate on a dual tariff, 
charging during a lower electricity price during a specified 
time window typically at night (depending on the electricity 
retailer; the reduced tariff window is generally around 9 
hours duration in winter). Storage space heaters have been 
represented in this work by four representative heater sizes, 
each with a different energy storage capacity, as 
represented in Table 1.  

It has been assumed that 3% (50,000) of Irish households 
have modern storage heaters. A base appliance fleet (500 
heaters) has been scaled up to represent system level 
penetration. All heaters draw their required energy for the 
next day in an off peak tariff window of 7 hours. Two types 
of storage heaters have been simulated, dynamically 
responsive heaters (DRH) can have any value of 
instantaneous power consumption between zero and 
maximum consumption while non dynamically responsive 
heaters (NDRH) which can be on/off. 

A. Dynamically responsive heaters (DRH) 

The power consumption of a DRH can be modulated 
between maximum and minimum power draw which makes 
it ideally suited to provide system services that require a 
frequent response. The modulation of power the 
consumption from a DRH can be tied to system frequency, 
enabling them to provide regulation as well as contingency 
reserve.  

Without coordinated charging, all heaters would start 
drawing energy at the start of the reduced tariff window so 
that aggregate power consumption subsequently drops 
progressively as during the night more and more appliances 

TABLE I.  BASE APPLIANCES 

Rating (kW) Capacity (kWh) 

1.5 11 
2.0 16 
2.5 20 
3.0 24 

 

satisfy their charging requirements, as shown by the dotted 
line in Fig. 1. The resulting power draw profile introduces a 
sharp peak at the start of the charging period and it also 
results in a continuously depleting demand, thereby 
concentrating the majority of available demand resource 
towards the initial hours of the charging period. In order to 
provide system support, the power draw profile should be 
adjusted so that it can be increased or decreased depending 
on the system requirements. Without altering the aggregated 
charging profile, there is no possibility of a load increase 
initially, as appliance charging requirements are met 
subsequently, while the demand levels fall to insignificantly 
small values. The demand flexibility is concentrated in the 
initial hours of the charging window. In order to distribute 
flexibility evenly across the entire horizon of the charging 
window, each heater should adjust its power consumption to ���� such that the continuous power draw at this level for 
the entire charging horizon results in its charge requirement 
being satisfied, this is given by ���� = �� �	
��⁄   

where	�� is the energy requirement of each appliance and � 	
��  is the total charging horizon. In order to provide 
system support, modulation of individual appliance power 
draw is tied to system frequency (local measurement) in the 
following way, ∆�(�)��  represents an increase in power 
consumption and ∆�(�)�
�� represents a decrease 

∆�(�)�
�� = ((�(�) − ��
�) �����⁄ ) × ���� 	         �	�(�) < ��
�		                  ∆�(�)�� = ((�(�) − ��
�) �����⁄ ) × "���� − ����#	      �	�(�) > ��
�		          
where �(�) is the system frequency, ���� is rated/maximum 
power draw of the appliance and ��
�  = 50 Hz. This 
arrangement ensures that within a certain frequency band, 
given by �����, the appliance load either falls to zero or 
maximum power rating. Akin to governor droop variable �����,  with suitable selection determines the 
responsiveness of flexible load depending on the size of 
available resource and the size of the system. The range can 
be a dynamic variable sent to individual appliances from a 
central server, in case of change in the magnitude of the 
resource owing to seasonal variation and the resulting 
change in demand. The charge accumulated by an appliance 
is given by  

�(�) = 	& �(�)'��( + 	�(0)      

Each appliance also estimates the amount of energy to be 
stored by virtue of its built in capability, while comparing it 
to the time remaining in the charging window and locks 
down i.e. starts drawing rated power when the remaining 
time in the charging window is such that only maximum 



power draw for the remaining time can satisfy the appliance 
charge requirement, given by the condition 
 ���� × (�	
�� − 	�) ≤ �� − �(�)         

It should be noted that a communication network is not 
required for this type of arrangement to work; appliances 
can measure frequency locally and respond to any system 
frequency imbalance. It implies that all ‘on’ appliances will 
respond together. Demand response will depend on how 
often system frequency is measured.  

B. Non dynamically responsive heaters (NDRH) 

Since the non-dynamically controlled heaters cannot 
continuously adjust their power consumption, a 
combination of on/off sequences for the NDRHs has to be 
determined, so that a flat power draw profile encompassing 
the entire charging horizon as mentioned in subsection A 
can be created. For heaters with this configuration, two way 
communications between individual heaters and a central 
server is required. Since this mechanism entails 
communication of daily energy requirement and the 
transmission of at least one dispatch per charging horizon 
between the central dispatch server and each individual 
appliance, such an approach implies high amount of two 
way data transfer. With a high penetration of such 
appliances, it may be appropriate to estimate aggregate 
appliance energy requirements at central dispatch server 
based on representative sample appliances. Furthermore, 
grouping certain appliances together based on their energy 
requirements and ratings and issuing one dispatch per group 
can lead to much lower data communication. 

 
 A number of such heaters can communicate their 

energy requirements for the next day before the start of 
charging period, receiving in turn a dispatch sequence with 
the status of individual appliances being on/off for each half 
hour interval. In the absence of a contingency, one dispatch 
sequence broadcast per night would be sufficient. The 
desired total power draw profile can be achieved by trying 
to minimise fluctuations in the aggregate power draw while 
meeting the charging requirements of each appliance. This 
is similar to a unit commitment problem where each 
appliance is committed. 

 

, �	 - . |���
� − ��0|�1234

�56
7 

��0 	is the average power draw across all time intervals of the 
charging horizon, given by 

��0 =	 "∑ ���
��1234�56 # �	
��9        ���
�is the aggregate power draw during time interval t, the 
aggregate power draw during each interval is optimised 
based on the number of appliances being on/off, as 
determined by the binary variable �:,� describing the state of 
an appliance i at time t 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Modified & unaltered power draw profile 

���
� =	∑ �:,� × �:������;:��<=>:56       

It is necessary for each appliance to meet its daily energy 
requirement, so that user comfort is maintained, the 
constraint is given as 

�:��� × �	
�� =	∑ �:,� × �:����1234�56     

where  �:��� 	 is power rating of an appliance i. 

In this case, all heaters turn off if the frequency falls below a 
threshold value; stay off for a fixed time to provide constant 
system reserve. At the end of this fixed response period, in 
order to avoid load coincidence, each appliance turns on 
after a random time delay within a recovery window. The 
values for the fixed off time and recovery window can be 
varied based on system requirements and the state of 
demand resource. Since such a contingency disrupts the 
power draw pattern, the initial dispatch sequence no longer 
remains valid. Appliances therefore communicate their state 
of charge to central dispatch server and receive a new 
dispatch, ensuring that the charge requirement is met. Since 
each appliance is unaware of power draw of all other 
appliances, a self dispatch is not possible. Using this 
dispatch configuration the aggregate load can act as a 
demand side unit, with ability to increase/decrease power 
output based on an external signal, and re-dispatch after 
providing the service.  

III.  RESULTS 

A. Power System model 

In order to test the provision of frequency regulation and 
contingency reserve, Irish power system has been used as a 
test case. The Irish power system is a small power system 
(11.7 GW installed conventional generation in 2020) with 
limited DC connection (1000 MW) to GB through two 
interconnectors, and consists of combined cycle gas turbines 
(CCGT), combined heat and power plant, coal plant, gas 
turbines, pumped storage hydro plant (292 MW) and wind 
farms (4.9 GW installed). A single bus model of the system 
includes detailed representation of each plant type. It 
assumes a uniform frequency across the power system and 
has been validated over a number of years from data 
obtained for system contingencies from the Irish power 
system operator. A flexible load block has been added to the 
model representing modern storage heaters that can alter 
their power consumption, based on a frequency signal, or an 
external signal such as a demand dispatch. Generators 
perform with 4% governor droop in response to system 
frequency which is determined by integrating power 
imbalances between demand and generation. More details 
about the model can be found in [13]. 

Identify applicable sponsor/s here. If no sponsors, delete this text box. 
(sponsors) 
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B. Priovision of regulation reserve 

Short term fluctuations in load or renewable generation 
are balanced with regulation reserve, maintaining the 
frequency within a pre specified bounds (±0.2 Hz in 
Ireland). The variability of wind generation coupled with 
load variations at high penetration levels requires higher 
operating reserves. A number of wind integration studies 
have concluded that an increase in wind levels requires 
higher regulating reserves to maintain acceptable levels of 
frequency regulation [14]. Given that conventional 
generation could be displaced, demand resource providing 
regulation can improve frequency regulation thus facilitating 
wind integration. Demand resource offers advantages in 
handling regulation duties as compared to thermal plant 
[15].In this work, improvement in frequency regulation, 
utilising dynamically responsive space heaters along with 
conventional generators has been demonstrated. DRHs 
adjust their power consumption in proportion to system 
frequency deviation to reduce short term load imbalances. 
2020 Irish power system has been taken as test case with 3% 
households providing reserve. Fig. 2 shows the system 
frequency before and after the provision of regulation 
reserve from heaters. It has been assumed that system 
frequency is measured on board each appliance (once every 
second) and for simplicity the response is considered to be 
immediate, whereas in reality the response times may be 
greater than half a second. Such small response times may 
not be necessary especially for larger systems. Continuous 
frequency regulation is provided from heaters by 
dynamically modulating their charging current, until 
lockdown time approaches. In order to avoid a sharp 
increase in power draw due to more and more appliances 
locking down as end point approaches; during last half hour 
of charge horizon appliances randomly stop providing any 
regulation, and readjust their power draw level required to 
meet the designated charge. The improvement in frequency 
regulation can be quantified with a performance index given 
as 

∑ |�(�) − ��
�| �?.		A�,BC�D⁄�
.		>���;=>�56   

In this work, 300 samples have been considered over a time 
interval of 5 minutes. The Regulation index (Fig. 3) shows 
an improvement in frequency regulation with the 
introduction of DRHs, average value of performance index 
changing from 3.4 mHz without demand response to 2.6 
mHz with demand. Non dynamically controlled heaters 
cannot dynamically modulate their output, however if a 
large enough number of heaters was available, switching 
signals could be sent in a coordinated way to individual 
appliances so that a regulation service was provided. Heaters 
without the ability to dynamically change their power output 
are unlikely to provide a regulation reserve because of very 
high two way data transfer requirements. 

C. Priovision of contingency reserve 

One of the major concerns about operation of system at 
high wind penetration levels is the ability of the system to 
cope with the loss of largest infeed [2]. Demand, as a 
source of system contingency reserve in place of thermal 
units can allow higher levels of wind penetration. It is 
statistically more reliable (due to large number of 
individual sources) than conventional units. In addition to 
the loss of largest infeed, for power systems with the 
possibility of large export, a loss of load event is a credible 

contingency, which can be handled by an increase in 
flexible demand. 

Both dynamically responsive and NDRH types can 
provide contingency reserve and produce similar response 
during the first 10 minutes after the contingency, as in the 
former case the frequency range has been set as 0.2 Hz and 
demand tripping threshold in the later case is 49.8 Hz.  
Fig. 4 shows the improvement in frequency nadir when a 
415 MW power plant trips on a 2020 Irish power system 
with 5000 MW load, reserve is provided by a trip (NDRH) 
or ramp (DRH) of heater demand. For NDRH heater types, 
both ‘fixed off time’ and ‘recovery window’ (mentioned in 
section II-b) have been assumed to be of 10 minutes in 
duration. As shown in Fig. 6 the NDRH load profile shows a 
period of zero power consumption followed by a recovery to 
the initial aggregate power consumption, while DRHs keep 
providing reserve until individual appliances approach 
lockdown times. In this case it has been assumed that system 
frequency has not been restored. In reality, however, system 
frequency is stabilised after an initial loss of largest infeed 
by secondary and tertiary reserves. Since the DRHs 
consumption is tied to system frequency value akin to a 
droop characteristics, their power consumption is likely to 
be restored before lockdown occurs with the restoration of 
demand-supply balance. In case of DRHs, lockdown starts 
around 1 hour after the event, providing sufficient time for 
the start up of new fast starting units if required, thus 
reducing the needed conventional spinning reserve. For 
NDRHs, since the provision of reserves leads to a deviation 
from initial dispatched charging pattern, a new dispatch 
command is issued after the contingency. Both old and new 
dispatches are shown in Fig. 5, if another event was to 
occur, it would require a further re-dispatch for the heaters.  
Fig. 7 shows the state of charge for NDRHs and DRHs. 
Despite an interruption in charging, the required charge is 
still met within the charging window. Since the power draw 
profile in either case has capacity to both increase as well as 
decrease power consumption, a loss of load event can be 
handled by such a configuration as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. System frequency & heater demand 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Frequency regulation index 
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Figure 4. System frequency (Dynamically responsive) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Load dispatches (Non-dynamic) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Aggregate power draw profiles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. State of charge comparison 

D. Reduction in net load variability 

Apart from providing system reserves, modern storage 
heaters by virtue of their improved heat retention, 
communication capabilities, and their ability to predict their 
next day energy requirement can help in better utilisation of 
wind resource in a number of ways. Improved heat retention 
allows heaters to charge beyond their required daily energy 
when appropriate and make use of this excess charge at a 
later point, allowing them to perform energy balancing over 
3-4 days. If wind production is high, coupled with a low 
demand, for example at night, it becomes useful to store 
wind. Storage heaters can provide this distributed storage. A 
smart charging strategy which enables storage heater 
resource to make use of its ability to charge beyond its 
energy requirements and better heat retention capability is 
presented.   

Using NDRHs, charging at times of reduced net load can 
avoid conventional unit switch off and provide energy 
storage, for this purpose storage heating profile which is the 
reflection of system net load is proposed. Since NDRHs 
don’t have dynamic modulation capability, a coordinated 
charging based on an external dispatch signal sent over a 

two way communication network is required. A perfect 
forecast of wind and daily energy requirement for 3 days is 
assumed in this case. The strategy is based on maximizing 
charging at times of minimum net load over 3 days period 
and vice versa as indicated by the objective function below 

, �	 - . E1 − ���
� ���G�
�H −	I(JK� − JKLMN	) (JK��G − JKLOP	)H QRST×�1234

�56 7 

 JK��G  is expected maximum value of net load across 3 
days, JK�:�  is the minimum expected value of net load 
across 3 days. JK�  is the net load at time t, net load is 
defined as the total demand being met by conventional 
plant. ���
�  is the estimated total power consumption for 
each hour as mentioned in Section – II B. 

���
� =	∑ �:,� × �:������;:��<=>:56           

U��� is the charge accumulated for an appliance for day d. 
Since the appliances can charge beyond their energy 
requirements for the next day, in response to a decreased net 
load, ���� is the residual charge in an appliance on day d. 
This excess charge for a day d depends on the charge 
acquired during previous day	U�V6�� , the charge required by 
the appliance ���V6��,
� for the previous day, and any residual 
charge already in the appliance. 

U��� =	∑ �:,� × �:����1234:56          

���� =	U�V6�� −	���V6��,
� +	��V6��    

Since the appliances can charge beyond their predicted daily 
energy requirements, energy requirements can change to 
new values �����,�=�  for a day d, based on their residual 
charge. The condition below ensures that appliances keep 
track of their current energy level. �����,�=� =	�����,
� −	����                                    

The optimisation is constrained by the requirement that the 
accumulated charge on a certain day has to meet user 
requirements and can’t exceed maximum storage 
capacity	U��,��G , as given by equations below   U��� ≤	U��,��G ,     U��� ≥	�����,�=�       

     In reality retained/residual charge will be lost, even if the 
heater is not utilised, for clarity it has been assumed here 
that no heat loss occurs. The total system load and wind 
levels have been taken for a 2020 Irish power system. The 
optimisation problem has been solved using GAMS. Fig. 8 
shows the net load for 3 days, originally and modified by 
heater power consumption, showing that NDRHs charge 
when net load is smaller.  

The days simulated represent a Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday during winter season, the heating demand is likely 
to be greater on a weekend as compared to a weekday, as 
shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that total charge accumulated 
during the first night is greater than the requirement due to 
higher expected wind levels, thus reducing the charging 
requirements for second night. The appliance status (on/off) 
can change every hour, based on a pre-determined dispatch 
sequence communicated to appliances before start of the 
daily charging period; which may result in a step change in 
aggregate power draw from heaters after every hour. 
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Figure 8. Original & modified net load 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Aggregate charging  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Rolling wind forecast 

Since the dispatches are pre-calculated and the required 
status of each appliance is known, each appliance can switch 
to its new state randomly between 10 minutes before and 10 
minutes after the dispatch update time (hourly) in order to 
smooth the aggregate change in power consumption. Since 
an appliance has an equal likelihood of switching before and 
after each hour, charge not acquired in case of late switching 
can mostly balance the extra charge acquired in the case of 
an early switching. Although this work assumes perfect 
forecast on wind levels up to 3 days, in reality this does not 
exist. A rolling optimisation can be performed with updated 
values of wind forecast after each day or more frequently if 
required as shown in Fig. 10; this can help in reducing 
effects of inaccuracies in wind forecast.  

IV.  CONCLUSIONS 

The potential role of modern storage heaters in enabling 
better integration of renewable resources, by offsetting the 
challenges associated with their high penetration both on 
short time scales (seconds to minutes) and longer time 
scales (hours to days) has been presented. NDRH represents 
the current state of technology, while possible future 
improvements in terms of heater performance have been 
shown by means of DRH.NDRH requires a central dispatch 
mechanism and two way communication between the 
heater and a central server, whereas DRH requires one way 
communication hence it can provide more/better system 
ancillary services in a simpler way and with a smaller 
communication infrastructure. Demand response provision 
has been shown to improve frequency regulation as well as 
system frequency nadir during a contingency. Smart 
charging of storage heaters can help in avoiding thermal 
plant switch off, as well as enable better utilisation wind 
resource. Smart heater charging problem can also be 

reformulated to focus entirely on reduction in net load 
variance rather than producing an aggregate power draw 
pattern which is the reflection of system net load. In order 
to enable higher levels of wind penetration, the charging 
pattern can be arranged so that additions to system load are 
made when the level of non synchronous generation on the 
system is high. Storage heating resource can also help in 
exporting a high level of wind by reducing its power 
consumption, so that it can be ramped up in case of a loss 
of interconnection (negative reserve). The magnitude of 
resulting resource has been demonstrated to be sufficient to 
influence system reserves as well as net load. With 
expected advancement in technology and increase in the 
number of smart storage heaters, this resource is expected 
to grow further and play an important role in future power 
system.  
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